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About This Game

An evil corporation destroyed his forest, now it's his turn to take out the trash

Epic Dumpster Bear is an action packed platformer inspired by the 16-bit classics where you play as a dumpster bear with a
chip on his shoulder. Over 65 levels filled with tricky platforming, challenging bosses, and secret levels to be discovered. The

"Epic Dumpster Bear: Dumpster Fire Redux" edition is the director's cut of the cult indie hit with new levels and more
cinematics exploring dumpster bear's past.

Classic platforming action
7 worlds and over 65 levels to complete
Smooth gameplay and precise control

Secret Exits and Levels to be discovered
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How to play:
\u2022Press X
\u2022Press 4
\u2022Pray to Pastor Whiskey
\u2022Win. Shadow Tactics: Blades of the Shogun evokes the stealth escapades of decades past, but it\u2019s an exceptional
addition to the genre in its own right. It\u2019s tricky, complex without being too complicated. It's characterful and user-
friendly enough that even the stealth-averse might find something to tempt them into the shadows.. For those interested, the
developers finally added the Sacred Ordalia Grove soundtrack. It was originally missing but they just added that track on August
14th.

With that in mind you can finally enjoy the complete soundtrack.
I'd say its worth it.. This game looks and plays great. There could always be more content but it's def one of the best sports
games on the vive.. Its bugged! Because of the script bugs you cant complete the game. Most of the main plot things dont appear
in the game because of the glitches.. 6.5/10

Pros
+ Interesting world. It's not really clear where this place is and when the story happens. This actually kept me looking for hints
to settle these questions, which made the game more interesting. The weird looking characters and plants only contribute to this.
+ Beautiful scenery, especially outdoors in the forest.
+ Nice relaxing music, sets up the tone and atmosphere of the game.
+ Not difficult too get to 100% achievements (I usually don't care about this, but it's nice when it happens)

Cons
- The sound of the protagonist foot steps was annoying, so much that I had to turn SFX volume down
- Almost no voices. I'm sure budget didn't allow for full voice acting (which I would love), but it might have been better to skip
this completely.
- Lack of polish. No reflection in the mirrors and puddles. Invisible Walls and Insurmountable Waist-Height Fence (see 
tvtropes.org for more on these terms)

I have no issues with the length of the game. Life is too short to complain about getting more experiences (e.g. games) for the
same amount of time :-)

Bottom line: Recommended to those who enjoy short walking simulators. If you don't expect much in the form of puzzles or
story twists, I think you'll find this a pleasant experience. If you consider these attributes to be a must for games, look
elsewhere.. Very fun game to kill a couple of hours of your day.

It's free and fun so no reason not to try it out
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This game has difficulty that isn't based on player performance, it's based off the fact that you are forced to take damage on
every turn, even if you block. This means if your RNG happens to give you 4 monsters in a row, you will basically be forced
into using all your hp pots right off the bat, or failing misreably because you can't beat even the first boss on level 1 without at
least 2 pots. Not to mention that traps are very common, and you can even activate 2 traps on the same item, which is bullcrap.
This game is a waste of 8 dollars and it's not even in good english, don't buy this.. There isn't anyhting to this game. It isn't even
fun. Don't download it, let alone pay for it.. This game is quite good, it's one of the best in the series next to Arkham City, The
story telling is good, The gameplay is fun.
The bat mobile is a controversial thing added to the game but I enjoyed the tank sections quite a lot, other bat mobile sections
not as much. I picked the game up after all\/most things have been patched so I didn't see any glaring issues.
not to mention holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I love the Scare Crow is this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
game, I love the voice actor they choose compared to Arkham Asylum. That \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing voice is oddly
pleasant to hear, is a great villain as much as I love the joker in the previous games, Scare Crow is a much better villain. This
was the best way to end the series. The only problem with the game is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 THE RIDDLER, it's so
tedious to 100 percent the game because you need to EVERYTHING just to capture him and get the true ending, may as well
look it up on YouTube tbh.... DLC is also great.. A neat little thing! Had fun messing around with it. And who can argue with
the low low price of free?. Runs poorly and lacks content.
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